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Abstract The topology of vector fields offers a well known way to show a “condensed”
view of the stream line behavior of a vector field. The global structure of a field
can be shown without time-consuming user interaction. With regard to large
data visualization, one encounters a major drawback: the necessity to analyze
a whole data set, even when interested in only a small region. We show that
one can localize the topology concept by including the boundary in the topol-
ogy analysis. The idea is demonstrated for a turbulent swirling jet simulation
example. Our concept works for all planar, piecewise analytic vector fields on
bounded domains.
	
Vector fields are a major “data type” in scientific visualization. In fluid me-
chanics, velocity and vorticity are given as vector fields. This holds also for
pressure or density gradient fields. Electromagnetics is another large applica-
tion area with vector fields describing electric and magnetic forces. In solid
mechanics, displacements are typical vector fields under consideration. Sci-
ence and engineering study vector fields in different contexts. Measurements
and simulations result in large data sets with vector data that must be visual-
ized. Besides interactive and texture-based methods, topological methods have
been studied by the visualization community, see Helman and Hesselink, 1990,
Globus et al., 1991 for example. In most cases, the scientist or engineer is in-

terested in integral curves instead of the vector field itself. Since the behavior
of curves differs, a natural approach is to study classes of equivalent curves.
This approach reduces the information concerning all curves to the information
about the structural changes of curves. Vector field topology is one answer to
this question. First, one detects all stationary curves, i. e., the critical points (or
zeros) in the vector field. Then, one finds all integral curves where the behav-
ior is different between the neighboring curves. These “separatrices” are then
visualized together with the critical points, providing a detailed description of
the behavior of the integral curves.
A major drawback of topology-based visualization is the fact that one must
analyze the whole data set. In many situations, a scientist or engineer would
like to understand the behavior of curves in a limited area only. Due to the
global nature of topology, one analyzes, up to now, the whole data set to find
all separatrices in this area. In this paper, we show that this is not necessary. By
a strict topological analysis of the boundary (of the local region of interest), we
find all structural changes of the integral curves in any bounded region without
touching data outside the region. We start by providing a rigorous mathemat-
ical treatment of these concepts. We continue with algorithmic details and
conclude with theoretical and practical examples.

  	 
Scientific visualization is concerned with bounded vector fields, in most
cases. In this paper, we deal only with two-dimensional vector fields, and we
provide the definitions only for this case.
Definition 1.1 A planar vector field is a map
  

   

 (1)
   
 is called domain of the vector field.
The domain  is usually given as a grid consisting of cells with the vector
data either given at the vertices, edges or cell centers. An interpolation method
is used to create a continuous vector field description for the whole domain.
For this reason, we assume that the vector field consists of a finite number
of “analytic pieces” (one for each cell) that are glued together along the grid
edges, thus defining a continuous vector field. As mentioned, a scientist or
engineer is often more interested in the integral curves.
Definition 1.2 An integral curve through a point    of a vector field
  

   
 is a map


       (2)
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The theory of ordinary differential equations states that integral curves exist
and are unique if the vector field is continuous and satisfies the Lipschitz con-
dition. This is the case for all interpolation schemes used in visualization.
Topology is especially of interest when concerned with the asymptotic behav-
ior of integral curves. “Limit sets” is the term used for start and end of integral
curves.
Definition 1.3 Let      be a Lipschitz-continuous vector field and
    an integral curve. The set
	  
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
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is called 
-limit set of . The set
	  
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is called -limit set of .
Remark 1.4 In the case of a curve  leaving the domain, we consider the
last boundary point as its 
-limit set. In the case of a curve  starting at the
boundary, we call its first point on the boundary its -limit set.
We limit the types of limit sets in this paper to critical points and the inflow
and outflow parts of the boundary, since these are the most common cases.
Definition 1.5 A critical point of      is a point    with   .
If all integral curves in a neighborhood of the critical point  have the point
 as -limit set, the point  is called a source. If all integral curves in a
neighborhood of the critical point  have the point  as 
-limit set, the point 
is called a sink. If a positive finite number of integral curves have the point 
as - or 
-limit set, we call the point  a saddle.
The boundary is split into inflow, boundary flow, and outflow regions.
Definition 1.6 Let  	  be a compact domain of a Lipschitz-continuous
vector field     . Let    be a point on the boundary. We define
the following three entities:
(1) The point  is called an outflow point if every integral curve through
 ends at  and there exists an integral curve through  that does not
contain another point of . The set of all outflow points is called
outflow set.
(2) The point  is called an inflow point if every integral curve through 
starts at  and there exists an integral curve through  that does not
contain another point of . The set of all inflow points is called inflow
set.
(3) The point  is called a boundary flow point if there exists an integral
curve 

    ,   , through  lying completely inside .
The set of all boundary flow points is called boundary flow set.
A point    that is not an inflow, outflow, or boundary flow point is called
boundary saddle.
Each integral curve has an  limit set and an 
 limit set. We can also construct
the union of all integral curves that have a particular  or 
 set. These basins
are at the center of topology analysis, and visualization, as we will see.
Definition 1.7 Let      be a Lipschitz-continuous vector field and
 	  a subset. The union of all integral curves of  that converge to  for
  
 is called -basin of , denoted by 

. Let  	  be a subset.
The union of all integral curves of  that converge to  for   
 is called

-basin of , denoted by 

.
Since integral curves exist through every point, are unique, do not cross and
have a single - or 
-basin, we obtain a description of the domain  as a
disjoint union of -basins and as a disjoint union of 
-basins.
Theorem 1 Let  	  be a compact subset. Let      be a Lipschitz-
continuous vector field. Let 	

     	

be the sources, 

     

be the sad-
dles, 

     

be the boundary saddles, and 

     
	
be the sinks. Further-
more, let 

     


be the inflow components, and 

     

be the outflow
components. If we assume that there are no other - and 
-limit sets, then 
can be decomposed into -basins,
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The region  can also be divided into 
-basins,
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The topology of a planar vector field is now defined as the union of all con-
nected intersections of -basins with 
-basins.
	 
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Definition 1.8 Let        be a Lipschitz-continuous vector field.
Its topological information consists of two parts:
(i) All - and 
-limit sets including the connected inflow and outflow com-
ponents of the boundary and the boundary saddles and
(ii) all connected components of the intersections of -basins with 
-basins.
The idea of topology-based visualization is to extract this information from the
data automatically and present it to the user for interactive data exploration.
 	 	
We want to extract the topological information of a vector field given by a
grid and vector values associated with vertices, edges or cells. After defining
an interpolation scheme, we have a Lipschitz-continuous vector field in the
sense of the previous section. The next step is to find the limit sets. Since
we limit their types to critical points and parts of the boundary, we have to
consider only these. Critical points are zeros of the vector field, so we must
determine all zeros in each cell. Furthermore, we have to analyze their types
to find sources, sinks, and saddles. This is necessary to find the basins in the
second step. Our vector field is at least -continuous inside the cells, so we
can compute the derivative at critical points inside cells. This allows a simple
classification in most cases.
Theorem 2 Let        be a vector field and  a critical point. If
the derivative        is defined at  and has a determinant dif-
ferent from zero, the following classification of the critical point can be made:
(a) If the real parts of both eigenvalues of  are positive,  is a source.
(b) If the real parts of both eigenvalues of  are negative,  is a sink.
(c) If the real parts of the two eigenvalues of  are of different signs, 
is a saddle point. There are four integral curves reaching the saddle in
the directions associated with the two eigenvalues.
If the assumptions in the previous theorem are not satisfied, one has to analyze
the behavior of the integral curves in the neighborhood of the critical points.
For an arbitrary interpolation scheme, this may be a difficult and expensive
operation. For linear interpolations, a description is given in Tricoche et al.,
2000. Since the analysis of critical points has been described before, we do not
discuss details here. The second part is the analysis of the boundary. A general
boundary consists of several smooth edges (often line segments), continuously
connected at vertices defining one or more closed curves. We consider first the
case with a unique normal at the boundary point. This is valid inside the edges
and in case of -continuous connections of the edges.
!Lemma 2.1 Let 	  be a compact domain with a boundary  consisting
of a finite number of smooth curves (edges) so that no more than two edges
have a point in common. Let      be a Lipschitz-continuous, piecewise
smooth vector field. Let    be a point on the boundary with   
such that there is a unique outward directed normal    of the boundary
at . Then we have to consider four cases:
(1) If      holds,  is an outflow point.
(2) If      holds,  is an inflow point.
(3) If      holds and we have outflow (inflow, boundary flow) on
both sides of ,  is an outflow (inflow, boundary flow) point.
(4) If      holds and we have different behavior on the two
sides of ,  is a boundary saddle. If we have inflow on the side pointed
to by , we have to calculate a separatrix in this direction. If we
have outflow on the side pointed to by , we have to calculate a
separatrix in this direction.
Lemma 2.1 is illustrated in Figure 1. In an implementation, this is quite ab-
stract, since the last two expressions cannot be tested directly and it might seem
difficult to test all points on one edge. The strategy is to find all zeros of the
term    and check the behavior between the closest such points and
. For all common interpolation schemes, one can use standard numerical zero
search and analysis methods for this problem. The analysis of boundary ver-
tices is somewhat more involved, since one has to look at the geometry of the
boundary at the vertex. We discuss the cases of a convex and a concave vertex
separately in the next two lemmata.
Lemma 2.2 Let 	  be a compact domain with a boundary  consisting
of a finite number of smooth curves (edges) so that no more than two edges
have a point in common. Let      be a Lipschitz-continuous, piecewise
smooth vector field. Let    be a point on the boundary between two
smooth edges. There are two normals    at  with respect to the edges.
We assume that  is a convex corner, i. e. there is a convex neighborhood of 
in . Then we have to consider five cases:
(A1) If        holds, the integral curve through  in 
contains only .
(A2) If        holds,  is an outflow or inflow point, de-
pending on the common sign of the products.
(A3) If      and      holds for points    arbitrary
close to  on the first neighboring edge,  is a outflow point.
	 
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(A4) If      and      holds for points    arbitrary
close to  on the first neighboring edge,  is a boundary saddle. (The
integral curve through  stays on the first edge and leaves  at , so one
does not have a separatrix entering the interior of  at .)
(A5) If     and     holds for points arbitrary close to
 on the first neighboring edge,  is a boundary saddle. (The integral
curve through  consists only of , so one has no separatrix entering the
interior of  at .)
An analysis of the cases with      yields the same results.
Lemma 2.2 is illustrated in Figure 2. The last case deals with a concave vertex.
Lemma 2.3 Let 	  be a compact domain with a boundary  consisting
of a finite number of smooth curves (edges) so that no more than two edges
have a point in common. Let      be a Lipschitz-continuous, piecewise
smooth vector field. Let    be a point on the boundary between two
smooth edges. There are two normals    at  with respect to the edges.
We assume that  is a concave corner, i. e. there is a convex neighborhood of
	

. Then we have to consider five cases:
(C1) If          holds,  is either an outflow or an inflow
point, depending on the common sign of the products.
(C2) If          holds,  is a boundary saddle. (The inte-
gral curve through  is a separatrix that has to be integrated backward
and forward in time.)
(C3) If      and      holds for points    arbitrary
close to  on the first neighboring edge, the integral curve through  is a
separatrix that has to be integrated backward and forward in time.
(C4) If      and      holds for points    arbitrary
close to  on the first neighboring edge,  is an inflow point.
(C5) If     and     holds for points    arbitrary close
to  on the first neighboring edge, the integral curve through  stays on
one edge and enters the interior of  at , so one has to calculate one
part of the curve.
An analysis of the cases where     holds, yields the same results. The
situation of the previous lemma is illustrated in Figure 3. As before, the algo-
rithm determines all zeros of   and   on the two edges, and
analyzes the behavior of the points between the zeros closest to . These lem-
mata allow to extract the first part of the topology information. The description
#of the basins uses an important fact: The  basins belonging to sources and
inflow components are open two-dimensional subsets of . The 
 basins be-
longing to sinks and outflow components are also open two-dimensional sub-
sets of . Therefore, the boundaries of their intersections must either belong to
one-dimensional basins or be curves through boundary saddles. The only limit
sets with one-dimensional basins, under our assumptions, are saddles. There-
fore, all intersections can be shown by drawing all one-dimensional basins of
saddles, i. e., the integral curves starting or ending there and the integral curves
through boundary saddles. This provides the second part of the topological in-
formation.
We focus on the fact that one can do this analysis on any bounded region
of our data set and obtain useful information. The next two sections show
applications and compare local and global topology. Up to now, visualization
has not considered much boundary analysis since, in many applications, the
boundary has a rather simple flow structure. Parts are set to zero, defined as
outflow or inflow, so that there are no or only a few basin borders missing
in global topology. This changes when “taking out” a region from a rather
complex vector field.
 	 
The considerations from the last section aim at an analysis of vector field
topology including the boundary. The example provided in this section shows
the effect of this analysis on the understanding of topological vector field struc-
ture. It is based on the study of vector fields given by polynomial equations.
The construction of these fields is based on considerations based on Clifford
algebra, see Scheuermann et al., 1998 and Scheuermann, 1999. Figures 4-6
show unit vectors to indicate the orientation of separatrices and integral curves.
Critical points are red, green, or blue. Red color indicates a saddle point, green
color a source, and blue color a sink. The separatrices are drawn in blue, inte-
gral curves are violet, and the boundaries of regions and domains are white.
We start with a vector field containing two sinks and two sources in a rect-
angular area. The conventional analysis, based on the separatrices starting at
saddle points alone, will find no separating curves at all, so a scientist is left
with the question of how the two sources and sinks interact. This can be seen
in Figure 4. Since there exist integral curves from one source to both sinks,
and also to the boundary, not all integral curves belong to the same open basin.
We know that, as a result of the piecewise linear interpolation and the analytic
structure of the original field, there are no additional critical points or more
complicated structures involved (in this example). There are ten boundary sad-
dles where the flow turns from inflow to outflow. By starting the construction
of separatrices at these positions it is possible to determine the structure of the
	 
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flow. The result is shown in Figure 5. The whole rectangle is now divided
into open basins with the same - and 
-basin. Every integral curve in one of
these basins starts and ends at the same critical point or connected component
of the boundary. It is now easy to understand the interactions of the sinks and
sources.
As mentioned before, this example was constructed using an analytic field
description. The structure of the entire field is shown in Figure 6. The small
white box marks the domain of our example. There are three saddle points
where 12 separatrices start. The importance of the saddles for the standard
analysis is seen by comparing the result inside the rectangle with the result
shown in Figure 4.
 		 
We have applied the local topology extraction to a vortex breakdown simula-
tion. Vortex breakdown is a phenomenon observed in a variety of flows ranging
from tornadoes to wing tip vortices (Lambourne and Bryer, 1961), pipe flows
(Sarpkaya, 1971, Faler and Leibovich, 1977, Leibovich, 1984, Lopez, 1990,
Lopez, 1994) and swirling jets (Billant et al., 1999). The latter flows are impor-
tant to combustion applications where they create recirculation zones with suf-
ficient residence time for the reactions to approach completion. The example
vector field contains 39909 data points and 79000 triangles. The piecewise lin-
ear interpolation contains 703 simple critical points, creating a complex global
topology. First, we used a rectangle, shown in Figure 7. The data in this rectan-
gle was used to analyze the local topology. We extracted all critical points and
determined all boundary saddles by analyzing the boundary of the rectangle.
This resulted in the topological structure shown in Figure 8. One can see some
of the additional separatrices starting at the boundary saddles; they separate
regions of flow staying inside the boundary from outflow and inflow parts. No
analysis of data outside the rectangle was used. The required computing time
does only depend on the size of the region and is (nearly) independent of the
size of the overall data set.
It is possible to consider multiple regions of interest in the same data set
to be analyzed independently. One may also use arbitrary polygons as bound-
aries. This is demonstrated in our second analysis of the same jet data set for
which we chose three regions, shown in Figure 9. One region covers a part of
the backstream besides the main inflow jet. The second region shows a part
of the rectangle we used before. Neither of these two regions contains critical
points, which makes boundary analysis necessary. The third region shows the
mixing of the jet and the fluid downstream. Figure 10 shows the first two re-
gions in more detail. One can see clearly forward- and backward-facing flow.
Without an analysis of the boundary, one obtains no separatrices due to the
%
lack of critical points inside the two regions. The third region is shown in more
detail in Figure 11. Since the analysis is limited to a rather small area, it can
be analyzed quickly. One can depict several separatrices spiraling around crit-
ical points. The critical points inside these areas have Jacobians with complex
conjugate eigenvalues, thus they are spirals; the real parts of the eigenvalues
may have small absolute values, and a stream line in the neighborhood of the
critical points approaches them very slowly.
 	
We have presented a method to analyze the local topology of arbitrary re-
gions in 2D vector fields. Our method is based on the idea of extracting the
critical points in the domain and examining the region’s boundary. By de-
termining the inflow, outflow, and boundary flow segments one can separate
the domain into regions of topologically uniform flow. We have discussed the
differences to a global topology analysis approach in theory and applications,
demonstrating the relevance of our localized approach when applied to regions
with complicated flow patterns on the boundary. This case is typical of most
interesting regions inside a larger data set.
Another important situation that we have studied is the absence of critical
points in a region that provides interesting structure, like backward-facing flow.
Our algorithm detects these areas and separates them from other parts of the
flow leading to better visualizations of the local flow structure. Since the local
topology analysis does not use any information outside a region of interest,
it is very attractive when analyzing large data sets locally due to the signif-
icant reduction in computing time. Nevertheless, it must be mentioned that
the separatrices in the local topology may differ from global topology, since
they depend solely on the inflow/outflow switches on the boundary. For fur-
ther research, the inclusion of limit cycles in the local topology is an important
issue.
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& " Regular vertex. Case (1): outflow point; case (2): inflow point; case (3): flow
parallel to the boundary tangent — outflow on both sides of ; case (4) : flow parallel to the
boundary tangent — outflow on the  side and inflow on the other side.
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& !" Convex vertex. Case (A1): inflow and outflow around ; case (A2): outflow on
both sides of ; case (A3): flow at vertex being parallel to one tangent — outflow around ;
case (A4): boundary flow on one side — outflow on the other side; case (A5): flow at vertex
parallel to one tangent, inflow on one side, and outflow on the other side. Inflow is marked
green, outflow is marked blue, and boundary flow is marked red.
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(C1) (C2)
(C3) (C4)
(C5)
& '" Concave vertex. Case (C1): outflow on both sides of ; case (C2): outflow on one
side and inflow on the other side; case (C3): flow parallel to one tangent at vertex , outflow
on one side, and inflow on the other side; case (C4): flow parallel to one tangent at vertex 
and inflow on both sides; case (C5): boundary flow on one side and inflow on the other side.
Inflow and -basins are colored green, outflow and -basins are colored blue, and separatrices
and boundary flow are shown in red color.

& (" Vector field containing two sources and two sinks.
& " Local topology showing interaction of sources and sinks.
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& " Global topology derived by considering entire field.
& )" Rectangular region in jet data set and result of local topology analysis.
!
&  " Magnification of result of local topology analysis shown in Figure 7.
& " Three regions in jet data set and respective results of local topology analysis.
 "
& *" Local topology analysis inside two regions without critical point (jet data set).
& " Local topology analysis result of highly complicated region (jet data set).
